
 

CS2N FTC Summer Challenge Game 

This CS2N FTC Summer Challenge Game is two minutes long and played in autonomous mode 

only. Multiple elements have been added to the field that allows this game to be solved using 

only autonomous programming; colored lines and tiles, IR beacons, walls, automatic loading 

zones, and the ability to reset and reprogram your robot during the game to name a few. The 

game’s time is tracked using the RVW game’s Internal Timer. The game is played by placing 

Rings into scoring positions as quickly as possible. Rings are automatically loaded onto the 

Robot when the Robot travels over a Ring Loading Zone, a Robot can only hold one Ring at a 

time. 

Robots begin the game in one of the two blue colored Free Zones. The Match begins when the 

Player presses the Game Start Button. 

Players may change robot types or load new Code by successfully returning to the Free Zone. 

In the corner of each Free Zone there is an IR Beacon which emits a signal that the Robot can 

use to return home. 

When any part of a robot’s wheel touches the blue Free Zone, the player has the option to press 

the Robot Reset Button and load new code onto the Robot, enabling the Robot to score again. If 

the Robot is in the Free Zone the game’s Internal Timer stops without accruing a penalty. 

If a player needs to reset their Robot at any time during the game and they are outside the Free 

Zone they can press the Robot Reset Button, but this is considered a Touching Penalty. A 

Touching Penalty is a 15 second penalty will be subtracted from the remaining Game Time. 

 



Rings 

The game is played with 16 rings. There are four in each Ring Loading Zone. Robots 

automatically receive a Ring when the Robot enters a Ring Loading Zone without a Ring, one is 

automatically loaded onto their Robot.  If the Robot enters the Ring Loading Zone with a Ring, 

then nothing happens. Robots can only hold one ring at a time and only one Ring is added to 

the Robot at a time. When the four Rings are removed from the Ring Loading Zone the loading 

zone is considered Empty and acts like a regular game tile.  

Scoring 

Scoring happens by hanging Rings on Hangers or placing them on one of the eight Red Floor 

Tiles on the field’s floor. Only one Ring may be scored at each scoring zone (i.e. if you hang two 

Rings on the same Hanger only the first Ring is scored).  

There are three ways to score with this challenge.  

1. Hanging Rings on the Center Post Hanger. Three points are awarded for a Ring on the 

top level, two points are awarded for a Ring on the middle level, and one point is 

awarded for a Ring on the bottom level. The total score of the Center Post Hanger is 

tripled if three Rings are scored on three different levels on the same side of Center Post 

Hanger. (3 + 2 + 1) * 3 = 18 points. 

2. Hanging the rings on the Corner Post Hangers. Three points are awarded for the first 

Ring hung on a Corner Post Hanger.  If you score one Ring on each corner post Hanger 

plus one ring on the middle level of the Center Post Hanger, those points are tripled. 

(3 + 3 + 2) * 3 = 24 points.  

3. Placing the Rings on the Red Floor Tiles. There are four Red Floor Tiles located near 

each of the Free Zones. One point is scored for each Red Floor Tile with one Ring 

placed within it. If all four Red Floor Tiles in a group have scored Rings, those points are 

doubled. (1 + 1 + 1 + 1) * 2 = 8 points.  

Tie Breakers  

1. The highest score in the shortest amount of time. (i.e. The game is 120 seconds long. If 

the player has completed all of the scoring at 115 seconds they can press the Game 

Stop Button to stop the game.  If two Players have the same score, the score completed 

in the shortest amount of time is the winner.) 

2. The fewest number of robot resets needed. (i.e. A robot reset is recorded when the 

Player presses the Robot Reset Button.)  



Game Definitions 

Autonomous Mode – The Robot operates and reacts only to sensor inputs and to commands 

pre-programmed by the player into the onboard Robot control system. 

Center Post – The post in the middle of the field that has six Hangers where Rings can be 

scored. 

Corner Post – There are two Corner Posts in the opposite corners of the field where Rings can 

be scored. 

Code – A program that is loaded into the Robot which enables it to play the Match. 

Driver – A Player responsible for operating and controlling the Robot.  

Empty – A condition when the Ring Loading Zone no longer has Rings. 

Free Zone – There are two blue Free Zones on the field and the Player can choose either zone 

to begin the Match. The Free Zone also enables a Player to stop the game’s Internal Timer 

without assessing a 15 Second Touching Penalty. When any part of a robot’s wheel touches the 

Free Zone the player has the option to press the Game Stop Button and the game’s Internal 

Timer stops allowing the Player to switch Robots or load new Code to the Robot. 

Game Start Button – This is the button on the user interface that the Player presses to start the 

game. 

Game Stop Button – The game will automatically end at 120 seconds. The Player can choose to 

end their game earlier by pressing the Game Stop Button.  The Internal Timer will record the 

time and the end time and the score will be sent to CS2N in the Player’s name.  

Game Time – The combination of the amount of time that the Match has been running which is 

measured by the Internal Timer  in milliseconds plus any Touch Penalties (10 seconds for each 

Touching Penalty). 

Game Time Remaining – The amount of time left in the game.  The game is 120 seconds long. 

Once a player presses the Game Start Button the Game Timer begins to count down from 120 

to 0 seconds. 

Hanger – A place on the Center Post or the Corner Post where rings can be hung. 

Internal Timer – The internal timer is a clock built into the RVW software that tracks the time in 

milliseconds that the Player has been playing the Match. 

Match – A Match consists of a two minute or less Autonomous Mode programming challenge. 

Player – The person that wrote the code and is playing the Match. The Player must meet all 

eligibility requirements for the RVW Challenge in order to compete. 



Red Floor Tile – There are eight Red Floor Tiles on the field’s floor. Points are scored when 

Rings are place on the floor tiles. See the Scoring Section to learn more. 

Ring – A red and white donut shaped object that is used for scoring in the 2013 FTC Summer 

Challenge  

Ring Loading Zone – A special tile centered on each wall that contains four Rings. When the 

Robot rolls over the Ring Loading Zone a Ring is automatically placed onto the Robot.  

Robot – A programmable object that a Player can load into the virtual world.  

Robot Reset Button – A button on the RVW Game interface that allows the Player to stop the 

Match and reset the Robot. The button allows the Player to select another Robot and/or to load 

code onto and run. 

RVW – Robot Virtual World 

Scored – A Scoring Object is Scored in a Zone if it meets the following criteria. 

Scoring Zone – Places where a Ring can be placed or hung and scores accrue.  

Starting Tile – A colored tile (red or blue), which designates the location where your Robot starts 

the match. 

Student – Anyone enrolled in a pre-college school or home-schooled as part of a pre-college 

educational curriculum. 

Touching Penalty – A fifteen second penalty that subtracted from the remaining Game Time 

every time that a Player presses the Robot Reset Button when they are not on a Starting Tile. 

Players can accrue multiple Touch Penalties during a Match. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


